
MICHELIN, 
ELECTROMOBILITY 
PIONEER

https://www.michelin.com/en/news/michelin-is-also-writing-the-future-of-electric-mobility/


For more than 100 years, Michelin has been 
dedicated to developing innovative mobility 
solutions that surpass customer expectations, 
while minimizing their environmental impact.
In 1899, Michelin developed the tires for the “Jamais 
Contente”, the first vehicle to exceed 100 km/h which 
was equipped with… an electric motor. 

Since then, from the first radial and green tires  
to the MICHELIN Energy Saver, Michelin has 
constantly innovated to develop tires that reduce 
CO2 emissions, minimize the use of materials, last 
longer and have a smaller carbon footprint. 

Today, more than ever, sustainable development is 
central to Michelin’s corporate mission and product 
and service offerings.  

Michelin, pioneering 
innovations to meet  
the challenges  
of sustainable mobility



The rise of electric vehicles  
is a powerful lever  
for decarbonizing cities

Global EV sales reached 
6,75 million  
units in 2021,  
108% more than in 2020. 
This volume includes passenger vehicles,  
light trucks and light commercial vehicles.

The global share of EVs (BEV & PHEV)  
in global light vehicle sales was
8,3% compared  
to 4,2% in 2020.

BEVs stood for  
71% of total  
EV sales,  
PHEVs for 29%.
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Intrinsic performances  
of the tire are put under tougher 
stress with electric vehicles 

With quieter 
vehicles, the main 
source of noise 
comes from the 
tires and no longer 
from the engines.

With the 
instantaneous 
torque of electric 
motors and the 
weight of the 
batteries, the tires 
wear out faster. 
Electric vehicles will 
consume tires 20% 
faster than Internal 
Combustion Engine 
vehicles. 

With a  
autonomy 
challenge, the 
rolling resistance 
and aerodynamics 
of the tires are 
even more decisive 
for energy 
consumption  
and range.



  Performances required 
for electric vehicles 
are Michelin’s areas 
of legitimacy and 
excellence

  Historically, Michelin 
tires offer a significant 
advantage in terms of 
longevity, which is critical 
when we know electric 
vehicles will consume tires 
20% faster than Internal 
Combustion Engine 
vehicles

  Durability, rolling 
resistance, performance 
made to last, load capacity, 
low noise… Michelin tires 
offer the best value to 
owners of electric vehicles 
owners

Rolling resistance 
To maximize battery life and range, electric 
vehicles need low rolling resistance tires, 
an area where Michelin is renowned as the 
pioneer and expert. Over the past twenty 
years, Michelin has improved the energy 
efficiency of its tires by over 20% for 
passenger cars without compromising on 
safety or longevity.

 Durability 
Electric vehicles have higher and more 
sustained torque levels than combustion-
powered vehicles. These necessitate greater 
requirements in terms of tire lifetime and 
durability, another Michelin historical 
leadership area.

 Load capacity 
Electric vehicles are heavier because of the 
weight of their batteries. Michelin supplies 
tires with a bigger diameter, or the same 
dimension but with a higher load capacity. 
Michelin has also launched Selfseal to self-
repair punctures, enabling manufacturers 
to save the weight of a spare wheel.

 Noise 
Michelin helps reduce the internal noise 
caused by the tires, a major concern 
for electric cars with noiseless engines. 
And this, thanks to MICHELIN Acoustic, a 
vibration-absorbent polyurethane foam ring 
inside the tire.  

Michelin is the pioneer  
and technology leader in tires 
for electric vehicles

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wXGxMMEI96k
https://www.michelin.ca/en/auto/why-michelin/technological-innovations/acoustic-technology


Facts & stats Special EV tire lines

MICHELIN AcousticTM 
Technology reduces 
noise by 20%

Michelin just sold its  
10,000,000th tire 
with MICHELIN 
Acoustic

MICHELIN Pilot Sport EV  
extends 
battery range 
by 60 km

MICHELIN e•Primacy 
offers a +7% 
increase in 
battery range

Around 50% of 
all MICHELIN bicycle 
tires are “e-bike 
ready”

Michelin also introduced 
an eBus tire: MICHELIN 
X® INCITY™ EV Z which 
improves in rolling 
resistance by 13% 
and longevity 
by 10%

MICHELIN  
Pilot Sport EV

high performance 
summer road tire 
for electric vehicles

MICHELIN  
e•Primacy

eco-designed summer 
tire for fuel, hybrid 
and electric vehicles

MICHELIN X®  
INCITY™ EV

for electric buses

MICHELIN  
X AGV EV

for automatic guided 
vehicles operating  
in ports

Even if not specially developed for electric vehicles, many other 
Michelin tire lines are “EV ready” as they already optimize energy 
efficiency, durability, high load capacity and little noise – as the 
MICHELIN X® MULTI™ ENERGY™ range which brings 
together the best performances to support the development of 
electric motorized heavy goods vehicles.

https://www.michelin.co.uk/auto/tyres/michelin-pilot-sport-ev
https://business.michelin.co.uk/tyres/michelin-x-multi-energy-z-d
https://www.michelin.co.uk/auto/tyres/michelin-e-primacy
https://business.michelin.co.uk/tyres/michelin-x-incity-z-hl-z-xzu-xzu-3-plus-ev-z
https://business.michelin.co.uk/tyres/michelin-x-agv-ev
www.michelin.co.uk


Michelin’s commitment  
to electromobility  
goes even beyond 

  By investing in hydrogen for the past 20 
years, a key technology for the massive 
development of electric vehicles and 
achieving zero-emission mobility.

  By positioning itself alongside its fleet 
customers as an aggregator of services and 
solutions to support their energy transition.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m_mjKrK0F18
https://www.watea.green/fr/
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